Lesson Plan
Extension Activities for In-Class Learning
Suggested Grades: 4-8

INTERMEDIATE
INTRODUCTION
Developing and maintaining relationships with each other in a good way is central to
Indigenous ways of knowing and being. Saying hello to one another is a small yet
meaningful gesture. Learning and acknowledging an Indigenous language can create
entry points into creating and understanding relationships through an Indigenous
context.
Connecting with each other in the circle can create pathways to understand and
acknowledge Indigenous ways of knowing and being connected to original childrearing practices, kinship circles and interconnected relationships with each other and
the natural world. In the circle, everyone is valued, supported, interconnected, and on
equal ground.
Oral understandings of the spirit and intent of treaty relationships reflect mutual
respect, peace and friendship. Many First Nations did not enter into treaties, nor did
Métis and Inuit Peoples.
The lesson plans included are basic entry point activities meant to inspire further
learning, relationship building and deeper understanding specific to distinct First
Nations, Métis, and Inuit Peoples. The term Indigenous is being used as a broad term
which encompasses First Nations, Métis and Inuit. There are many distinct groups with
distinct cultural traditions. These lessons do not go into depth, but rather offer brief
introductions to some broad themes that relate to the cultures of the Indigenous Hall of
Famers.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
HISTORY OF MEDALS
Medals in sport are given as a symbol of achievement. Circular medals can be seen
throughout history within many cultures across the globe. The history of medals also
has origins in gifts for military and political service, gifts given to important people,
and as a token of allyship. Throughout the history of sports competitions, medals
coincide with the celebration of greatness during sporting ceremonies. Medals or
coins were also given by representatives of the Crown to many First Nations groups
who entered into treaties. The circular design of a medal shares similar aesthetic
qualities with medallions created by Indigenous Peoples throughout history and
present times.
SYMBOLISM OF MEDALLIONS
Medallions, objects and embellishments on art, clothing, and jewelry were, and
continue to be, done with materials such as beads, quills, moose and elk tufts, shells,
wool, paint, antlers, copper, and carved wood. The designs include patterns and
symbols that reflect a variety of meanings. Oral traditions of passing on stories,
values, kinship, spirituality, natural world connections and beliefs are reflected in art,
clothing, and regalia. Circular objects used to spin wool “were often carved with
intricate designs using icons with personal or family meaning....”1
To create and give a gift of a medallion reflects values of honour, respect, and
relationship building. The process involved in beading, tufting, quilling, painting and
carving can be healing for many Indigenous Peoples and connects to culture, spirit,
and land. The continuation of these practices is a form of resistance, resilience, and
flourishing. At one time in history, cultural items and practices such as the Potlatch
and Sundance were legally banned through the Indian Act. Ceremonial practices and
cultural artefacts were often deemed sacrilegious. Many ceremonial leaders ended up
imprisoned while cultural items ended up in museums, family homes of those who
confiscated the items, or resold for large volumes of money. Many cultural items still
need to be repatriated today.
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Northwest Territorial Mint. (n.d.). Thunderbird Spindle Whorl. Retrieved from NWTM Store:
https://store.nwtmint.com/product_details/2308/Thunderbird_Spindle_Whorl/index.html
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MEDAL/MEDALLION as RELATIONSHIP
When a medal or medallion is given, it activates a relationship between the giver and
receiver. The two parties exchange words through the air we share and breathe
creating an interconnection to each other. In relationships, we share breaths when we
converse with one another. It is in the conversations we have, the truths and stories
we share that bring us closer together.2 Athletes are mindful of the deep breaths of air
they need to rhythmically take in order to fully empower their body, mind, and spirit
when competing in sports. Even though the Indigenous Hall of Famers come from
different places across this vast land, the air they breathe and the stories they share
continue to connect them to each other and to us.
SIGNIFICANCE OF A CIRCLE
The circle, as represented by medallions, is a symbol of interconnectivity and holistic
wellness of the self, family, community, and society within many Indigenous cultural
ways. The circle is reflected in the natural world and represents balance, relationship,
wholeness, unity, and life cycles. When we sit or stand together in a circle, we are
engaging in a mutually respectful relationship with each other where each person is
valued. Commonly when ceremonies, feasts, and celebrations occur it is done so in a
circle:
The pipe ceremony, for example, follows the sun’s path in a circle. Stories are often told to a circle
of listeners and various meetings and decision-making institutions are conducted with a circle of
participants...Each time that the sun rises in the east to circle across the sky, the day moves
through four parts: morning, afternoon, evening, and night. The days join together to bring four
seasons. The concept of four directions is sometimes represented by the idea of four winds that
blow from the north, south, east, and west. Many dances incorporate the four directions, which
symbolize different things to different Nations. In one interpretation, the east represents the sun
and fire; the south, the thunderbird and water; the west, plants, animals, and earth; and the north,
wind and air. Some First Nations also identify four sacred elements of creation: earth, water, air,
and fire.3

The drum is a circle and plays an important role in bringing people together and in
ceremonies. The heartbeat is like the rhythm of the drum. The first drum song you
ever hear or feel is that of your mother’s heart beat when you are growing inside her.
The heart beat is powered by the rhythmical nature of our breathing. When you are
active, your heart beats to the rhythm of your overall level of health. When you are
active, you are running to the beat of your own drum song, while your feet connect
with the earth and your breath connects with the clean air that trees and plants
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Wisselink, K. (2019, February 14). An Indigenous Pedagogy for Decolonization. Retrieved from AU
Press: https://www.aupress.ca/blog/2019/02/14/decolonization/
3 Government of Alberta. (n.d.). Well-being: Cycles of Life - Excerpt from Aboriginal Perspectives.
Retrieved from Walking Together: First Nations, Métis, and Inuit Perspectives in Curriculum:
https://www.learnalberta.ca/content/aswt/well_being/documents/cycles_of_life.pdf
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provide for us. Drumming and singing within Indigenous circles have been passed
down for generations and have several purposes. Traditionally, Mohawk men create a
song to sing to their newborn baby, which the child carries through their life.4 Songs
provide self-regulation, attachment, empowerment, teachings, and spiritual
connections. Drum and song continue to play a key role in traditional sports and
games for example the drum is an integral part of traditional Dene hand games which
are played at the Arctic Winter Games. Shared breath as one inhales and exhales the
sounds of traditional songs are apparent in many examples of Indigenous everyday
and ceremonial life.
KINSHIP CIRCLES
Original Indigenous child-rearing practices place the child at the centre, with nurturing
supports circling the child. Supports that surround the child within a community will
help nurture the child’s growth and lifelong wellness. Distinct Nations have original
child-rearing teachings that are unique and essential to them. Everything done was
with and for children who learned from kinship systems that included immediate and
extended family. Children were educated about life by being completely integrated
and immersed into process and practices on the land they lived on.5 Strong kinship
systems create positive self-awareness, attachment, dignity, and belonging.6
“Families are extensive networks of strong, connective kinship; they are often entire
communities.”7 Learning more in depth about original child-rearing practices can be
done by creating and maintaining relationships with Indigenous communities, which
include traditional Knowledge Holder. Interconnection is a core way of knowing and
being that some describe as the circle of life.
Traditional kinship bonds and transference of knowledge were forcibly severed
through colonization tactics. When children were forced to attend Residential Schools,
communication and attachment bonds were diminished between child and family
through violent assimilation methods such as physical, emotional, spiritual and
mental punishment for simply speaking original languages. A child uttering words or
phrases in their first language, like “hello” or “I love you,” would have seen violent
consequences in these institutions. Laws, policies, and attitudes forced upon
Indigenous Peoples attempted to destroy kinship systems rooted in love of each
other, the natural world, and the Creator.
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Health Nexus. (2019). Taking Care of Our Children - Facilitator Guide: Parent Workshop on Childrearing
in First Nations Families and Communities. Retrieved from Best Start: Resources:
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5 Indigenous Motherhood. (16, March 2020). Traditional Indigenous Kinship Practices at Home: Being
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House of Anansi Press.
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CIRCLE OF RELATIONSHIPS
The circle of relationships and interconnectivity extends beyond immediate family and
community, and connects with larger social groups and society as a whole.
Relationships between Indigenous groups existed pre-colonization and continue to
form. Treaty relationships between Indigenous groups occurred long before treaty
relationships with the Crown.
The circular treaty coin has a depth of symbolism that goes beyond the aesthetics of
the medal much like that of sports medals, beaded and carved medallions. The gifting
of treaty medals was symbolic of shared promises and working together. The visual
symbolism on the circular treaty coin gives the impression that both parties are on
equal ground and entering a relationship that was supposed to be built on mutual
respect.
The spirit and intent of treaties were understood as sacred agreements between two
groups and the Creator, yet treaties as understood by the original inhabitants of this
land continue to be unfilled. A false sense of trust was built only as a colonization
tactic to secure violent control over the land and way of life of Indigenous Peoples.
Whether or not a Nation entered into a Treaty with the Crown, all First Nations, Métis,
and Inuit Peoples have had relationships with settlers, and typically that relationship
was based on the newcomers’ paternalistic and Eurocentric values.
DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING RELATIONSHIPS
Developing and maintaining relationships with each other in a good way is central to
Indigenous ways of knowing and being. When standing in a circle together and
greeting each other in a positive way, we are making an initial connection with one
another. Saying hello to one another is commonplace, yet when we place ourselves in
a circle while learning an Indigenous language, we can begin to make deeper
connections and acknowledge languages and cultures that were once forcibly severed
due to aggressive assimilation tactics. This is also a small step for newcomers and
settlers towards supporting reconciliation and becoming a good ally.
Connecting with each other in the circle is one small entry point into beginning to
understand and acknowledge Indigenous ways of knowing and being connected to
relationships with each other. In the circle, everyone is valued, supported, and
interconnected. “All my relations” is an English phrase some Indigenous Peoples may
use to reflect the connection we have to each other as well as the natural world.
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SPORT
Every sport represented by the Indigenous Hall of Famers connects back to the air;
one reason for this is because the air we all breathe sustains our bodies. Whether
playing a team sport, or solo sport, relationships are essential. Teams become like
family thus become a part of the larger kinship circle in which team members,
coaches and mentors work together at building relationships. The strengths of each
team member is celebrated while mentors and coaches offer circles of support to
individuals and teams much like that of the concept of interconnection within
Indigenous circle pedagogy. When competing with teams, sportsmanship amongst
those we compete with is central to maintain the integrity of sports. In sport, we shake
hands with each other as a symbol of respect. Teams in sport connect back to the
idea of relationships since a team becomes like family, thus creating extended kinship
bonds.
Building positive relationships and promoting sportsmanship, even amongst rival
teams, can be uplifting rather than leaving individuals, teams, and fans feeling
deflated and bitter. Several Indigenous Hall of Famers experienced racism on and off
the field, yet with self-determination, athletic drive, and support from their families and
others, they were able to flourish. Indigenous Peoples in mainstream sports continue
to battle against racist slurs, which can demean one’s sense of self-worth. In her
#WeWillDoBetter vignette, Hall of Famer Waneek Horn-Miller has said:
… I do experience racism, and I do fear it, and I fear for my children and I fear because the
shootings are still happening, the issues are still happening, it’s still happening, but I think we are
talking about it and there is movement to do something about it. That is the only way we are going
to find solutions. It’s not my community or your community; it’s our community and we’re going to
have to find it together. Our children are in great, great need for that because their future is at
stake and I would never ever, ever want them to go through something like the Oka Crisis, that is
my greatest nightmare, but it‘s always a potential unless we do something.

Dismantling racism through education and action while instilling resilience in those
who bear the burden of hateful action can help society flourish together, both on and
off the sports field.
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IN-CLASS ACTIVITY #1
BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS – SAY HELLO
SET UP
Visit http://indigenousheroes.ca/ and go to the AIR activity (coming soon!). Display
the AIR educational activity on a smartboard and move through the activity until you
get to the beaded medallion digital interactivity. As a class, or individually/in small
groups, students interact with the digital platform. If possible, arrange students in a
circle or U-shape when they are sharing their thoughts and/or quotes and summaries.
OPTIONS
1. INDIVIDUAL: Students practice saying the word hello using the interactivity.
2. SMALL GROUP: The teacher assigns small groups and students interact with
the digital beaded medallion to practice saying hello.
3. WHOLE CLASS: Teacher, or selected students, interact with the digital beaded
medallion and as a class, practice saying the word hello in a variety of
Indigenous languages.
PRACTICE
Pick one greeting represented on the digital interactive activity and practice saying it
until it is remembered, or the teacher leads the research on how to say hello in an
Indigenous language that is local or close to where their school is located.
SHARE
1. The teacher and students stand or sit in a large circle or U-shape.
2. The teacher begins by turning to the student on their left. They say hello in the
Indigenous language they practiced to the person to the left of them. They can
shake hands, fist or elbow bump. Smile to indicate they are done saying hello.
3. The person who received the greeting says hello back in the language, smiles
and turns to the person on their left and repeats the process.
4. Continue sharing “hello” until everyone has said and received
hello/handshake/smile.
CIRCLE REFLECTIONS
● Remain in the circle.
● Pose the questions below and give students 1-2-minutes to silently reflect on
their thoughts.
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ROUND 1
● QUESTION: “How do you build and keep friendships?” (sharing, kindness, trust)
● Go around the circle and invite students to answer.
ROUND 2
● QUESTION: How does learning about Indigenous Peoples’ ways of knowing and
being directly from Indigenous Peoples contribute to building and maintaining
relationships with Indigenous Peoples?
ROUND 3
● QUESTION: How can you establish and maintain positive relationships with
Indigenous Peoples? (Only ask this question if there are no known Indigenous
students in the class).
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IN-CLASS ACTIVITY #2
KINSHIP
SET UP:
Display the digital interactivity (www.indigenousheroes.ca) (coming soon!) on a
smartboard or students independently interact with digital platforms. If possible,
arrange students in a circle or U-shape when they are sharing their thoughts and/or
quotes and summaries.
INTRODUCTION:
Explain to students that in original ways of knowing and being within many Indigenous
communities the child is placed at the centre. The child is raised, loved, and nurtured
by family and extended family in the community in which they surround the child with
love, education and support. The whole community has a shared responsibility to take
care of the child. The relationship between child and grandparents is a special one in
that the grandparents play a significant role in transferring knowledge to a child
through nurturing and traditional teachings. Communicating through our words that
are transmitted through shared air creates interconnection to one another. An
intergenerational relationship is maintained as the child helps to nurture the
grandparents with love and support throughout life while passing on knowledge to the
next generation when they grow old. Some Nations refer to the rock as grandfather
rock. The rock has a spirit and connects us to the land and all the land has to teach
us, much like the wisdom of our Elders.
INTERACT with digital activity to become familiar with samples of kinship terms in a
variety of Indigenous languages that represent the Indigenous Hall of Famers.
RESEARCH: Put students in groups of 2-3 to research kinship terms of an Indigenous
group of their choice (preferably local to their area).
REFLECT and DISCUSS:
Using the same groups, ask students to reflect on and discuss the following topics:
● What and who does a child need to feel loved and nurtured?
● What does the phrase “it takes a community to raise a child” mean?
SHARE: Have students stand or sit in a large circle. Students share their REFLECTIONS
following the sequence of the circle.
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DRAW:
● Using 8.5 by 11 paper or larger have students write the word CHILD at the
center.
● Draw a rock shape around the word “CHILD.”
● Ask students to think about descriptions/characteristics/qualities of what is
needed in life to feel nurtured, supported, and loved.
● Draw rocks in a circle around the centre rock that says CHILD.
● Insert the descriptions/characteristics/qualities of what is needed in life to feel
nurtured, supported, and loved.
EXAMPLE:

EXTENSION: If going outside to gather rocks is an option, then go outside to search
for rocks that will fit in the palm of the hand. If rock gathering occurs, be sure to
practice reciprocity as mentioned in the LAND activity (i.e., have the students thank
the land for providing the rock). Using washable markers, have students write “you are
my rock” on the rock and gift it to someone who has impacted them in a positive way.
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IN-CLASS ACTIVITY #3
TREATY COIN SYMBOLISM
INTRODUCTION:
Some First Nations entered into treaty relationships with the Crown; however, many
groups did not. Much of what is now British Columbia, for example, has been
developed on “unceded” land (i.e., the first peoples of the land did not enter into
treaties with newcomers), while Inuit have settled land-claim agreements with what is
now Canada.
Furthermore, newcomers and First Nations often had different understandings when
entering into treaties. For example, most First Nations that entered into treaties have
oral understandings that are not reflective of “ceding” the land to newcomers, even
though the written text might say this. When the treaties were originally created, the
paper version was written in English, yet most First Peoples neither spoke nor read
English. Many Nations describe their understanding of treaties as meaning the “Spirit
and Intent” of treaty relationships in which we coexist in peace with each other - they
did not believe they were signing away their lands to the Crown. The Two-Row
Wampum of the Haudenashone represents a living treaty of peace.
The Treaty Coin provides an example of visual representation of treaty relationships.
SET UP: Display or project a visual of the following Treaty Coin with the side that has
two men shaking hands.
Example: Google image search “1876 Indian Treaty Coin” or
https://www.cdncoin.com/1876-Indian-Treaty-Medal-Re-strike-Bronze-Piecep/711583603365.htm
OPTIONAL: Make a print copy of the treaty coin on 8.5 by 11 paper.
OBSERVE: As a class look closely at the visuals represented on the coin.
THINK: Using the sample “Symbolism Ideas” table below, come up with thoughts as a
class as to what messages you might think were being conveyed, if you did not speak
English, but rather were interpreting the act of giving from an Indigenous perspective
through the imagery and/or symbolism of the coin.
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SYMBOLISM IDEAS
Act of giving the coin-

Circular Shape of Coin-

Sun, land, water-

Handshake-

Clothing of each
Individual-

Hatchet-

Tipi-

Hat/Headdress-

Placement of Hands-

Stance-

Chest-

Feather-

Woman-
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NOTES ABOUT COIN’S SYMBOLISM
Act of giving the coinCircular Shape of CoinMedal created to
Reflection of nature and
symbolically reflect treaty
the circle of life, creation.
promises. Building of trust.
Treaty medals given as a
part of the Treaty
negotiation process to
entice Nations into
entering relationships.

Sun, land, water- “As long
as the sun shines, the
grass grows and the rivers
flow” reflects the living
commitment of
relationship
Interconnection to the land,
Sundance, connection to
the Creator.

Handshake- Enter into a
relationship, greeting,
making an agreement,
trust.

Clothing- Maintain a
mutually respectful way of
life.

Hatchet- “Burying the
hatchet” means to make
peace.

Tipi- Continuation of
practicing ways of knowing
and being in relation to
land and lifestyle on the
land

Hat/HeaddressAccepting of each other's
cultural ways of life as
represented in clothing.

Placement of HandsHand over chest may
reveal hiding a promise.

Stance- Closed stance
(perhaps hiding
something) open stance
(trust), on leveled ground
indicating mutual respect.

Chest- Open chest - trust
Closed chest- hiding
something perhaps.

Feather- Connection to the
natural world.

Woman (flip side)- value
of woman and mother in
matriarchal society,
woman would help oversee
and take care of each
other.
CREATE:
Create a map that shows Treaty areas with Nations, land claims, and unceded
territories.
REFLECT:
How was the coin’s symbolism and imagery used to help entice First Nations leaders
into treaties?
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IN-CLASS ACTIVITY #4
LEAVE, STICK, ROCK, SHARE
SET UP: Circle or U-shape with teacher included in the circle.
PROCESS: Each student takes turns following the sequence of the circle or U-shape.
GUIDED SHARE:
● LEAVE: One word of gratitude that you would LEAVE to the earth.
● STICK: One memory of the activity that will STICK with you.
● ROCK: One thing that ROCKED you so much you will share it with someone.
● SHARE: Take snapshots of student work that was created throughout the
process and SHARE them on social media.
CANADA’S SPORTS HALL OF FAME SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES

@CANsportshall

@CANsportshall

@sportshall

HASHTAGS
#IndigenousSportHeroes
#EducateandInspire
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TEMPLATES

YOU ARE MY
ROCK
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CHILD
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